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A Unified Threat Management System (UTM) is a type of network hardware, virtual device, or cloud service that protects companies from security threats in a simplified way by combining and integrating multiple security services and features. UTM devices are often packaged as network security devices
that can help protect networks from combined security threats, including malware and attacks that simultaneously target separate parts of the network. UTM cloud services and virtual network devices are becoming increasingly popular for network security, especially for small and medium-sized
enterprises. Both not far away with the need for on-premises network security devices, but still provide centralized control and ease of use for building in-depth network security defense. While STATE-of-the-art UTM systems and firewalls (NGFW) are sometimes comparable, UTM devices include added
security features that NGFWs do not offer. Originally developed to fill network security gaps left by traditional firewalls, NGFW usually includes application information and intrusion prevention systems, as well as denial of service protection. Unified threat management devices provide multiple layers of
network security, including state-of-the-art firewalls, intrusion detection/prevention systems, antivirus, virtual private networks (VPNs), spam filtering, and URL filtering for web content. UTM systems often include several network security technologies, including: Antispam services block or tag email-based
attacks by scanning inbound and outgoing email traffic of the easy mail transfer protocol. Spam filtering allows companies to use spam block lists based on third-party servers or create their own local white lists and blacklists to filter email messages. Web and email antivirus scanning means that UTM
devices scan email traffic and malware web applications. Some UTM systems scan other network security threats made in application traffic, such as instant messaging services that hackers use to spread malware. UTM devices and services can also provide app control for whitelist apps and signal apps
that can or cannot be used and when. App control is important for network security because many apps are either malicious or contain vulnerabilities that attackers can use to compromise network security. Firewall is the oldest and most basic network security function. safeguards restricts the
establishment of network connections between hosts inside and outside the organization with the intention of reducing or eliminating exposure to external hosts, networks, or protocols known to be vectors for network threats. Intrusion detection and intrusion prevention technologies identify and prevent
attacks by detecting when an attacker tries to access the network and prevents these types of attacks from occurring. The most efficient UTM devices and services address this type of through a combination of methods, including detection of attacks based on malicious signatures, anomalies, or
reputational detection to stop both known and unknown attacks. Virtual private network functions are often included in UTM devices and services. While most UTM network security features are designed to detect and stop attacks, VPNs are specifically designed to protect an organization's network activity
from unauthorized manipulation or interception. A VPN provides a protected tunnel through which network activity can pass. A VPN can be configured to tunnel all traffic from mobile hosts to a UTM device, allowing all UTM network security checks to be applied to mobile traffic and reducing the number of



security incidents involving these devices. Web filtering for content and URL filtering capabilities covers a number of techniques that determine whether a Web request involving a website or URL should be allowed or not. Some UTAs use analytical techniques that are able to scan websites for security
breaches that indicate that a website may pose a security threat. Because, by their nature, UTMs offer unified threat management services, the menu of security services provided by a UTM platform can expand over time as new security features are added or modified. One of the benefits of using a UTM
for many businesses is that it provides a unique, simple platform for many or even most information security features. UTM systems provide increased protection and visibility, as well as control over network security, reducing complexity. UTM systems usually do this through inspection methods that
address different types of threats. These methods include: flow-based inspection, also known as flow-based inspection, samples data that enters a UTM device, and then uses pattern matching to determine if there is malicious content in the data stream. Proxy-based inspection acts as a proxy to rebuild
content that enters a UTM device, then conducts a full content inspection to look for potential security threats. If the content is clean, the device sends the content to the user. However, if a virus or other security threat is detected, the device removes questionable content, and then sends the file or web
page to the user. UTM devices provide a single platform for multiple network security functions and offer the advantage of a single interface for these security functions, as well as a single interface point to monitor or analyze security logs for these Different. Companies can deploy UTM as a UTM that
connects to a company's network, as a software program running on an existing network server, or as a service that works in a cloud environment. UTMs are particularly useful in organizations that have many branches or retail outlets that have traditionally used dedicated WAN, but increasingly use
public internet connections at headquarters/data center. The use of a UTM in these cases gives the business more and better control over the security of the respective branches or retail outlets. Companies can choose one or more methods of implementing UTM on the appropriate platforms, but they
may also find that it is best suited to select a combination of platforms. Some of the options include installing UTM software on the company's servers in a data center; use software-based UTM products on cloud-based servers; use of traditional UTM hardware that comes with pre-integrated hardware and
software; or using virtual devices, which are integrated software suites that can be implemented in virtual environments. Margaret Rouse asks: What was your experience with unified threat management systems? 3 Comments 0 Likes Stats Notes Be the first to like this 1. An Introduction to Unified Threat
Management (UTM) 2. Security challenge • Today's network environment and threat landscape are constantly changing – new devices, apps and threats appear almost daily • Organizations of all sizes are struggling to allow secure user access to the latest mobile devices, while blocking the latest hidden
threats inside app traffic on social media sites. It's a tough fight! 3. The need for enhanced network security • In today's increasingly mobile world, networks are constantly changing. New services, access methods and even devices continue to appear in networks at a frenetic pace • As a result,
organizations of all sizes face challenges in maintaining control over network and security policies • Unfortunately, many organizations continue to take a traditional approach to network security, despite changing user software, devices and habits. Such a traditional approach cannot adapt to the latest
trends and leaves organisations vulnerable to current threats • To keep up with constant change, organisations of all sizes need to take a different approach 4. Good More and Better Network Access • The incredible evolution and proliferation of network and security technology has produced many
benefits: – Today, remote users can access corporate data inside a firewall using any device with a network connection – Every day, the number of applications explodes; exploiting internet speed and always enabled access makes delivering content to end users trivial – today's apps provide better
access to back-end and internal data resources; which has allowed enormous leaps in productivity among employees, partners, suppliers and customers – Delivery models have also also evolved Traditional on-premises applications within a network, to cloud-based hosted application services – The
increasing use of social networks in everyday business practices reflects a profound change in where and how potential customers, partners and agencies collect data, influence purchasing decisions, and build brand awareness 5. Good What's the impact? • Lots of good have happened in corporate
networks, and many of these things involve new technologies and new uses for existing information systems and assets • But these changes also add to the task of maintaining security and require early thinking to ensure that levels of protection and security keep pace with new uses, new forms of access
and new forms of communication 6. Bad • The ongoing app explosion means that new apps appear and run on systems and devices on organizational networks every day • Too often, such applications fly under the radar of network administrators and appear without proper planning, licensing or even
informed consent • Worse, such apps can potentially flood those networks on which they appear with unknown, questionable or even simply malicious content 7. Why is this a problem? • Traditional firewalls can't detect these new apps; is based on port numbers or protocol identifiers to recognize and
classify network traffic and to apply policies related to such traffic • Applications that use certain port numbers or protocols make it easier for network administrators to block unwanted traffic, but browser-based apps often use only two port numbers, each associated with a protocol vital to user productivity
and responsible for most of today's internet traffic • This means that all traffic in browser-based apps looks exactly the same as traditional firewalls; they can't differentiate between apps, so there's no easy way to block bad, unwanted, or inappropriate programs while allowing desirable or needed apps to
continue unhindered 8. Examples of impact • Exposure to malicious content – User-created content includes a wide range of threats, such as malware or links to malicious sites that could compromise users' systems or even entire networks – Common risks include links to malicious sites where visitors
are subject to drive-by downloads • Unwanted bandwidth consumption – Web-intensive bandwidth-based apps, that is because YouTube can block networks and prevent the delivery of critical business content – File-sharing apps can rich networks because of large file sizes and large number of files
exchanged • Data leak exposure – Apps that can host outgoing file attachments can allow employees to (perhaps unwittingly) export sensitively , confidential or protected information outside the limits and organisational controls – This may attract potential and the loss of customer confidence and equity of
the 9 trade mark. And Ugly • Online crime is a growing part of the threat landscape. Beyond threats of damage or data loss from malware, professional criminals have gone online to ply their unsalted trades • Corporations, institutions, government agencies, and other large organizations can fall prey to
different types of cyberwarfare, cyberwarfare, to steal information, transfer funds or engage in other illicit activities 10. Botnets • One of the ugliest elements of this part of the online universe is botnets • A bot is an individual computer that has been compromised with malware that takes instructions from a
criminal. Each such computer is called a bot and collections of such computers are called botnets • Some common forms of attack include: - Phishing-based attack - credentials are stolen or additional victims claimed. Phishing can open the door of network penetration and compromise - Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) attack - search games engines to include malicious high sites in the top pages. Victims search for a popular term and land on the malicious site without knowing it. This can also open the door to network penetration and compromise - legitimate websites compromised - this can
happen in different ways without detection by the site operator. For example, third-party ads that redirect visitors to malicious sites, injecting malicious code into the site, or replacing legitimate HTML code with code that contains malware – Internal Infections – are often done by using an auto-run function
once the device is inserted into a network. However, some botnets can infect legitimate files on mobile devices that are executed on demand by victims 11. Traditional firewalls can't keep up with today's threats • Because network traffic is so powerfully based on the web and applications, the ability of
legacy security technologies to protect internal networks is increasingly challenged, to say the least • Attacks have become more frequent and more serious. Every day, new attacks are designed to avoid detection and find better and better ways to steal our information • As attacks and their
consequences become more dangerous and costly, organisations are desperately learning that their existing security infrastructures cannot keep up • Traditional firewalls and security devices have lost the ability to block such traffic, which means that the prevailing tools and technologies cannot prevent
the worst and worst attacks from affecting or damaging 12 networks. Inadequate protection (at best) • One of the first and most basic lines of network defense is a firewall, a device that inspects incoming and outbound traffic on a network • Firewalls were the first widely implemented network security
technology when internet use really began. The firewall job is to inspect and decide what is allowed to go from the outside to the inside, and from the inside out • But network traffic has changed a lot in the last decade, and a large proportion is now web-based • Because of the mix of modern application
traffic with daily web access, traditional port-based firewalls have essentially become blind to the most common type of network traffic • This means : - They can not distinguish Types of traffic that use the same port - They can't detect applications that tunnel inside other apps - They can't see inside
encrypted packages - They can't even block sneaky rogue apps that use nonstandard port numbers 13. The evolution of firewall technology still cannot keep up • Since simple rules for filtering traffic into a firewall have proved too permissive, firewall providers have implemented new technologies to keep
up to date with the changing threat landscape • An important advance was the development of a proxy server, which stays transparent lye on the network and checks all packages to comply with the policy before redirecting them • Various other security protocols have also been developed to distinguish
legitimate communications from suspicious or malicious types of connections, allowing only packages that corresponded to a valid, recognized, active connection between a client and the server and rejecting everything else • Despite these advances, firewalls could not stop evolving threats. With each
new firewall technology, hackers have devised new evasion techniques. New threats simply slipped through legacy firewalls and driven right onto the trusted network, attacking customers and servers with gusto and abandonment • Network security providers sought to fight back by creating new
technologies to fight new threats 14. From firewalls to independent products • Over time, as the threat landscape has evolved, organizations have begun to add specialized or independent security devices to their infrastructures with the intention of offering solutions to traditional firewall limitations • Each
device addresses a specific threat: One device provides malware screening, and another provides filtering of website content and traffic. Next, other people detect and block intrusions or add spam filtering and handling of e-mail messages. Put them all together on a network, and you could have half a
dozen or more devices, each inspecting the flow of traffic moving across the network • All of these devices were designed to improve a network's security by adding missing functionality from the firewall. However, a patchwork of independent technologies may have the opposite effect on network visibility
as well as performance. They don't talk to each other easily (if at all). They do not have central management and monitoring, as each product works on its own. Additionally, data on individual devices is not aggregated to create a complete or holistic view 15. Examples of independent security devices
Here are some examples of Typical independents that are implemented on a network: • Virtual Private Network (VPN): Uses special protocols to move information over the Internet securely • Data Loss Prevention (DLP): Searches for confidential, proprietary, or regulated data that leaves the network. This
may stop the wholesale loss of proprietary data as well as accidental small-scale losses • Intrusion Intrusion System (IPS): Acts as a network watchdog, searching for traffic patterns and network activity and recording events that may affect security • Content filtering technologies: These devices block
traffic to and/or from a network via IP address, domain/URL name, content type, or payload 16. Reality of the use of stand-alone security devices • There are several implications of the use of stand-alone security devices, namely: – Multiple devices create a performance hit – Low network visibility – Total
cost of ownership is far too high • Benefits of moving from this approach include: – An integrated and holistic view of network security – optimal TCO – Minimum latency impact 17. Finding a way out... • Many organizations want to find a way out of an unsafe and chaotic labor-intensive mess of traditional
firewalls complemented by multiple independent security technologies • United Threat Management (UTM) is the approach many organizations have taken to improve the visibility and security of their network, while reducing the complexity of their networks • UTM creates an environment in which network
security falls under a single and consistent umbrella of technology • UTM enables the consolidation of all traditional as well as state-of-the-art firewalls into a single device 18. Intensification at UTM • UTM represents a significant change in the evolution of network security technology and equipment • UTM
generally refers to a security device that consolidates a wide range of essential network security features into a single device, including state-of-the-art firewall technologies, would be application control • As network threats evolve and new threats arise, network security needs to change and adapt to
protect against these threats. This adaptability can make UTM difficult to define because the technologies included may vary from supplier to supplier • Over time, however, the collection of capabilities associated with UTM has steadily expanded, and this trend shows no sign of tapered off 19. UTM –
bringing order into chaos The best UTM solutions include the following basic security functions: • Network firewalls perform state packet inspection • IPS detects and blocks intrusions and certain attacks • App control provides visibility and control of the app's behavior and content • VPN allows secure
remote network access • Web filtering stops access to malicious, inappropriate or questionable websites and online content • IPv6 support in all network security features protects networks on migrating from IPv4 to IPv6 • Support for virtualized environments, both virtual domains and virtual devices 20.
Additional technologies UTM solutions may also include additional security technologies that organizations may choose to implement, including: • Preventing data loss that blocks or intentional loss of confidential, proprietary or regulated data • Anti-malware/anti-spam protection that prevents network
entries from malicious payloads or unwanted messages • Control of endpoints that enforce company security policies with remote users and devices 21. Flexible, ready for the future and powerful • UTM provides a flexible, ready-to-see solution to meet the challenges of today's network environments • Not
every organization will deploy every technology included in a UTM device; in fact, most don't, but a UTM provides an organization with the ability to deploy as many or as few technologies as it needs, when and where it needs them • The best UTM solutions use a simple licensing model that includes all
technologies, eliminating the need to purchase additional modules or count users as the security requirements of an organization change over time • UTM offers a versatile, powerful solution to meet today's most complex network environment challenges. It goes beyond the shortcomings of legacy non-
integration systems built around traditional firewalls and individual, independent devices and software 22. UTM – Significant advantage • A significant advantage that UTM devices have over legacy firewalls (combined with multiple devices) is integrated management. UTM's single-voice management
console provides a consolidated management interface with quick access to all configurations, management and monitoring functions • This is especially useful when it comes to seeing and reacting to event combinations that represent a sophisticated attack. This reduces the likelihood of common
deficiencies on the part of traditional systems, including failure to import an incident or event, failure to take timely action and failure to maintain compliance and audit checks 23. UTM – Other Business Advantages There are many other significant advantages for UTM, namely: • Profitability – driven by
strengthening network management and security • Improving awareness • Reducing false sense of security • Accelerating processing speeds • Ability to keep up with the changing threat landscape 24. UTM offers a flexible, ready-to-see solution to meet the challenges of today's network environments.
For more details on all the topics covered in this summary, please download our free e-book: United Threat Management for Dummies 25. Thanks Thanks
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